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The Patina 
Problem 
By P.uIW ...... n 
University of California, 
Los Angeles 

Many lunar rock surfaces are 
covered by thin layers of darkened 
matter, or patina. The "space 
wealbering" origin of these 
coatings is evident from their 
sttong association with abundance 
of millimeter-scale impact aaters 
("miaoaaters" or "zap" pits). 

The same space weathering 
process is probably mainly respon-
sible for the darkness of lunar soils 
in comparism to fresh surfaces of 
typical lunar igneous rocks of 
similar compositioo. Of COW'SC, 
albedo of lunar rocks is a suoog 
function of their predominant grain 
sizes. but even mare basalts with 
grains of the order of I mm across 
are much lighter than associated 
~miDated soils. The effect is 
magnified in the soils, because 
exposure ages of surfaces (m small 
regolith particles are statistically 
greater than the typical or average 
exposure age of a lunar boulder 
surface (both types of fragment 
form by impact-shattering of bigger 
fragments; the smal1er fragments 
are further removed from the target 
rock material). Similar weathering 
effects are evident frool studies of 
"dark" chondritic meteorites. 

As. NASA plans future 
nmnanned, non-sample-rebUn 
missions to the Moon, asteroids, 
and other atmospbereless solar 
system bodies, the problem of 
widespread patina looms as a major 
impedim e11l to geocbemica1l 
minet'alogical analysis. Many such 
mission plans envisage spectromet-
ric analyses using natural radiation 
(including light), measured from 
orbit For the Moon, plans also 
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Curator's 
Comments 
By Jim Gooding 
NASAlJSC 

LAPST Passes Advisory Baton to CAPTEM 

Throughout its history, our program for curation and distribution of the 
Apollo lunar samples bas benefited from advice provided by a panel of 
outside scientists with expertise in lunar science and the state-of-the-art 
analysis of geologic materials. During the days when the Apollo missions 
were being flown (1969-1972), the coouniuee was named the Lunar Sample 
Analysis and Planning Team (LSAPI). LSAPT participated in the prelimi-
nary ex.am.inatioo of the samples returned by each of the six lunar landing 
missions and made recommendations regarding all sample requests submitted 
by the intema1ional scientific community. 

After the Apollo program ended. scientific interest in the lunar samples 
remained strong but the thrust they provided to planetary materials research 
led to an expanded interest in applying the lessoos learned to more highly 
coordinated projects involving a consortium of speci.alists. In additioo, the 
success of the robotic Viking landers OIl Mars (1976) created optimism that a 
Mars sample-return missiOil would follow and the expectation that bandling of 
the Mars samples would require experieDce gaiDed with the lunar samples. 
Accordingly, LSAPT evolved inlo the Lunar and Planelaly Sample Team 
(LAPS!'). LAPST fulfilled the role of technical review of lunar sample 
requests, and the ovenigbt of curalOrial practices at JobnsoD Space Center, but 
also took the initiative to aeale and foster focused themes in lunar sample 
research. In addition, LAPST served as the pincipal advocacy group for 
planetary sample-return spaceflight missions. Special sample catalogs were 
published and many scientiflC workshops emphasizing lunar and planetary 
sample analysis were conceived and sponsored by LAPST. Through the 
1970s and 1980s, many members of the planetary materials research COOlIDU-
oily served one or more multiple-year ~ 00 LAPST which, ttaditionally, 
emphasized participation by univenity scientists. , 

By the lale 198Os, the Solar System Exploration Division at NASA 
Headquarters bad commissioned a Science Working Group (SWG) for each of 
sevetal different discrete areas of interest such as the Mooo, Mars, minor 
planets., and outer planets. It seemed appropiaIe to include a SWG-Ievel 
panel that would aueod to issues involving planetary samples. Accordingly, 
LAPST retired when the Curation and Analysis Planning Team for Extra1eC-
restrial Materials (CAPIEM) was chartered in 1993. CAPTEM will perform 
the same functioos previously perlormed by LAPST but with greater emphasis 
OIl advocaling the imponance of sample colleruoo and analysis as a vital part 
of planetary science. CAPTEM will report directly to the Chief of the Solar 

contifNJed on ~ 10  

COfIDnU«i from page 2 
envisage rovers equiped with an 
"APX" (alpha-particle, proton, and 
X-ray) spectrometry system, for 
determining the composition of 
small areas of regolith and possibly 
surfaces of rocks. For some 
techniques such as gamma-ray 
specuanetry, pllina would pose no 
problem (the gamma radialioo 
source zone would be far thicket 
than any patina). But for most 
OCher envisaged analytical methods, 
the returned data would pertain to 
the outer few miaometecs, if DOl 
the very surface, of the material. 
Obviously, every effort should be 
made to constrain the oabJre and 
effects of space weathering, 
especially the surface-can~i
tional effects and the implications 
for specttanetric techniques. 

The problem of lunar surface 
wea1bering was intensively studied 
in the 19705, then largely ignored 
in the 19805, but it appears that the 
19908 will see a revival of interest. 
In the 19708, a JRvailing view was 
established that the "amorphous 
rims" on regolith particles form 
mainly as a result of bombardment 
by solar wind ions. Recent studies 
by Lindsay Keller and David 
McKay (NASA Jobnson Space 
Center) have cast doubt on this 
inteIpretatiOil. Keller and McKay 
have documented consistent 
enrichments in S and, to a lesser 
degree, Si in the amorpbousrims. 
These enrichments are mirrored by 
depletions in AI, Ca, 11 and Mg. 
Keller and McKay argue that the 
rims are instead mainly products of 
recondensation of vapors produced 
during impacts. The darkening 
effect might be largely due to the 
presence of abundant submiao-
scopic iron-metal particles within 
the amorphous rims. Various 
studies in the 1980s showed that 
impact vaporization is capable of 
producing major, albeit localized, 

COfIDnu.d on p-oe .. 
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The Lunar Scout 
Program 

By Don Morrison 
NASAlJSC 

EdJIor's Note: The Lunar Scout 
Program, along with the Mars 
Environmental SuTllty (MESUR) 
Pathfi1llkr and Near Earth 
Asteroid Rendevous (NEAR) 
missions, was proposed in NASA's 
FY94 Technology Initiative budget. 
As 0/ July I, 1993, only MESUR 
Pathfi1llkr has emergedfrom the 
budget process. The Technology 
Initiative was scaled down from 
approximately $500 million to $181 
million-requiring the cancellation 
0/ some proposed new missions, 
including Lunar Scout. Unless 
some entirely unforseen event 
occurs, there is no possibility 0/ a 
New Start in FY94/or Lunar Scout. 
Nonetheless, the Lunar Scout 
concept retains the scientific 
endorsement o/the Lunar Explora-
tion Science Working Group 
(LExSWG), the Curation and 
Analysis Planning Team/or 
Extraterrestrial MaterilJls 
(CAPTEM), and other planetary 
science advisory groups. 

Since the end of the Apollo 
program in 1972, lunar scientists 
have advocated global geochemical 
and mineralogical mapping of the 
entire lunar surface using a 
dedicated lunar-a1>ital spacecraft. 
Although various concepts fa such 
a mission never reached fruition, 
continuing interest in fwther 
exploration of the Moon led to an 
economical but scientifically rich 
mission concept known as the 
Lunar Scout Program. 

The Lunar Scout program 
consists of two launches involving 
two spacecraft equipped to produce 
comprehensive chemical, mineral-

continued Oil ~ 8 
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Effects 0/ space weathering are starkly illustrated by this Apollo 17 rock 
76239. Most o/this rock's sUrface is relatively fresh, and thus lighl-colored 
with/ew microcraters. In contrast, the sUrface in the upper left has endured a 
long aposure at the sUrface o/the Moon, which has left il darkened, and 
densely pocked with microcraters. NASA photo S-73-16712. 

The Patina ProblfIITI reconcile with a vapor condensate 
continued from page 3 model. On the other hand. Keller 

and McKay point to their discovery 
geochemical fractionation effects at of a cristobalite (Si0 ) 

the surface of the Moon. Recent 
2 grain with a 

basaltic amorphous rim. which 
studies of choodritic meteorites could hardly have formed by solar 
(e.g., by Dan Britt. University of wind ion damage. 
Arizona) have likewise pointed Perhaps both models are partly 
toward submiaoscopic opaques, correct. In any event. a bettec 
especially iron-metal particles, as understanding of the patina 
the proximal cause of the darkening questioo will greatly aid in the 
effect. The issue is far from final interpretation of future plan~ 
resolution, however. The solar mission data. For example, if the 
wind is probably S-rich compared vapor condensate model is correct. 
to lunar materials, and the French the surfaces analyzed will generally 
researchers who originally devel- be quite different from the crystal-
oped the solar wind damage model line matter beneath. Aided by 
(M. Maurette and coworkers) recent major advances in surface-
pointed out that they f'md amor- analysis technology, future studies 
phous rims on 90% of the small of Apollo samples should provide a 
silicate grains in mature soil, yet on much clearel' piCture of the mecha-
none of the ilmenite grains. Such a nisms by which space weathering 
mineralogical effect is hard to alters rock surfaces. 



The Apollo Lunar 
Surface Journal 

of Air-to-Ground transcripts 
prepared during the missions by the 
NASA Public Affairs Offtce. The 
transaipts contain a level of detail 
unmatched in the history of 
exploration; and all that is really 
needed to make them accessible to 
people who weren't intimately 
involved in Apollo is some 
translation of the verbal shorthand 
and some explanation of the 
technical detail. 

W<Xkon theJoumal began in 
April 1989. From time to time 
during the last four years, I met 
with one or both members of a 
lunar surface aew and, with them, 
did minute-by- minute reviews of 
the missions. We used copies of 
the raw uansaipts, copies of the 
original audio and video tapes, and 
such essential background DWerial 
as the Mission Reports, the 
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By Eric M. Jon .. 
los Alamos National 
laboratory, New Mexico 

During the six successful lunar 
landing missioos, the Apollo aews 
accumulated about 24 man-days of 
experience living and working on 
the Moon. The Apollo Lunar 
Surface lownai is an annotated 
transaipt of the Air-to-GroWld 
COOlDlunicatiOns recorded during 
the lunar surface operations; and it 
is intended to make the details of 
the Apollo experience accessible to 
the generation of engineers, 
scientists, and astronauts who, 
sooner or later, will design, build, 
and operate the pennanent Lunar 
Base. The lournal is being 
prepared with the help of most of 
the Apollo astronauts who spent 
time on the Moon. 

The lournal is intended as a 
contemporary counterpart of such 
notable expl<ration journals as 
those of Captain lames Cook and 
the great Norwegian explorer, 
Roald AmWldsen. Amundsen, for 
example, took an approach to 
exploration very similar to the one 
taken years later by the Apollo 
team. He understood the value of 
careful planning and was a veteran 
of years of wode in the Arctic 
before he attempted his Uip to the 
South pole. When be fmally 
decided to go the the Antarctic, be 
was better prepared than anyone 
who bad ever been there before; 
and, yet, one element of his 
preparation was to read and re-read 
the 8CCOWlts of pria expeditions, 
always on the lookout for detail and 
nuance, the little lessoos that would 
make his expedition a little more 

trouble-free. He even took his 
small library of journals with him 
to the Bay of Whales and, after a 
season of laying caches along his 
planned route to the Pole, spent the 
following winter. his base camp, 
working and reworking his 
equipment and procedures and 
reading the old journals again and 
again. 

When we retwn to the Moon, 
we will be able to build on the 
wealth of experience accumulated 
during Apollo. One of the basic 
repositories of that experience-
particularly with regard to the lunar 
work experie~ the collection 

A pre-mission anist's concept of how to deploy the Apollo Traverse Gravimeter 
on the Moon. In some ways, this picture is hilarious, when compared with 
actual accounts in 'The Apollo Lunar Surface Journal" by Eric Jones. Be-
cause of the weight of the backpack., Gene Ceman (who operated the TGE on 
Apollo 17) would have pitchedforward. Also, the waist joint wouldn't have 
flexed this much with the suit i'4flated. In reality, Gene would have stood with 
the gravimeter at his side and then,jlaing his knees and keeping the backpack 
over his feet, would have done a Uttle knee bend to punch the button. 
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The Apollo w".r Surfat» .lou""" 
continued from fMIlIe 5 

flight debriefing, that they bad 
Technical Debriefs. the Lunar eocountered a chaoce to think 
Rover Handbook. and Judy Alltoo's about the experieDce in such detail. 
recent Apollo Tool and Container We started the reviews at the point 
Catalog. The basic idea was to in the mission when the Lunar 
create enough commentary that an Module (l.M) engines were fired 
uninitiated reader could understand for the descent to the surface and 
exactly what was going on and ended when the aew was safely 
why. During each of the reviews, back in lunar orbit. Typically, a 
we listened to the audio tapes-or, review of one of the tbree-day lunar 
when appropriate, watched the visits would take from ten to twelve 
video tapes.---mld followed aloog in days with most of the time taken up 
the raw transcripts, correcting the by the EV As. GeDetally, we 
occasional errors as we went. coocentrated on the work experi-
Whenever I didn't understand ence, talked about what was easy 
something or one of us thought about the work and what was bard, 
there was a point that needed to be how the training and the experience 
made, we stopped the playback. of prior aews bad helped inaease 
turned on a separate tape recader, productivity from missioo to 
and talked about the subject at mission, and about the little tricks 
band. Generally, the astronauts that they devised to overcome the 
found it easy to "get back into the limitations of the suits and to take 
mission" and, for many of them, it advanlage of the weak gravitatiooal 
was the flI'St time siDee the post- field. 
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To date, reviews have been 
canpleted with eight of the twelve 
asb'OO8Uts who have been OD the 
MOOD. The commentary for 
Apollos 11, 12, and 17 bas been 
tmnsaibed and edited; and. indeed, 
the complete Apollo 17 manusaipt 
is DOW in the bands of the aew for 
fmal review. I wish I could report 
that publishers were fighting over 
rights to the Journal. However, 
because of the size of the poject-
2400 pages of text and 800 pages 
of photographs, maps and eq~ 
ment dmwiogs-and the limited 
market for so large a work, the lack 
of interest 00 the part of publishers 
is understandable. Wbal seems 
most likely at present is that, 
initially, I will get the edited text 
out to the community OD CD-ROM 
format and, at a later date, add the 
illusttatioos. If aU goes well with 
the final editing, the Apollo 17 
manusaipt should be ready for 
release by the eod of 1993. 

Work OIl the Apollo Lunar 
Surface Journal bas been supported 
by the Los Alamos Natiooal 
Laboratory. 

Apollo 17 Astronaut Jack Schmin 
at CQlMlot Crater, taken as part of 
Stalion 5 at the end of EVA 2. Jack 
is using the extension handle as a 
measuring rod to help get good 
focus for a cross-Sun photQ of the 
large boulder in the foreground. 
The object on the rock is a gnomon 
with a color/gray scale on the east-
pointing leg. The South Massif is 
in the background. Note also lhe 
sample collection bag on Jack's 
Portable Life Suppon System 
(PLSS). His boots are probably 
very dirty at 1his stage of lire 
mission. (NASA photo AS17-145-
22157) 



The following is an excerpt from Pin 2, pulled and safe. Pin 3 pulled and ill handle. They'd had trouble gemng 
the Apollo 17 Lunar Surface lafe. (fo Gene) Ever atop and uk it 0" dllrillg the geo-prep at the AUEP 
Journal taken from an early stage in yourself what fm doing (pulling pins lile.} 
second EVA. Ceroan and Schmitt on an exploaivea charge)? CerDu: (Garbled) on the floor. 
are on the Rover and are driving Parker: (Acknowledging that the pins SdunlU: I hope 10. (pause) [Because 
west fran the LM towanl Camelot ~ pulled and sate) I copy that, Jack . . . of the ItiffneSS of the suit and the blllJ; 
Cra1el'. At the start of the drive, CeI'lUUl: (Reaponding to JU'I of the chest-moll1lled RCU (Remote 
they~~attheSEP(Swf~ question) Yel. (Laughter) [Schmitt - Colllrol Unit) and camera blocking Iai.J 
Electrical Properties experiment) 'The leismic charges Md an Apollo view of Iai.J feet, Jack Iatu 110 chance of 
transmittel' and initialized the StIl1Idtud Initiator (ASI) which war the IookUtg for the sampler witholll gemng 
Rover navigatim unit Since then, pyrotechnic initiator they rued for off the Rover. Gene can see parts of 
they have driven about 500 meters everything -for any kind of explolive Jock'sfoot para, bill not aU of it.} 
to a place where they will deploy a boll initiation, for ilUtallce. It was CeI'lUUl: (Asking about the charge small seismic charge. The Capcom hooted lip to a radio receiver and, at placement) That look good? is Astronaut Robert Parker. The 90 hollrl qJter I pulkd the pins, a timer SdualU: Yeah, it'l going to ltay. C<mIDenlary J"eC<X'ded during the 
mission reviews is set off in square moved a metal window from betwee" CeI'lUUl: Okay. Have you got 

remarlcs the initiator and the charge anything (garbled). If not, 111 do a brackets. Minor editorial and for holf 

are indicated by parenthesis. Three anhollr the grow couJd lend a ligllDl partill (pbotographic) pan fIX you. 
ellipses ( ... ) are used to indicate an to ut off the initiator and, therefore, [GeM is sllggestillg that he tllm the 
interrupted thought oc ovedapping the charge. q it Iaodn't gone off ill the rover ill a llow circle 10 that Jack can 
conversation. Ia.aJf hollr, the" the window wouJd clou taU a sequence of photos for a partUJJ 

agai" and thai wouJd be the end of it. pOll to doclllMlIIthe charge location. 
(fo Jack) AU of them actlllllly T1ais technique war invented ITy yOll1lg CeI'lUUl: did ~ go offblll, if How we doing 

(on the the they SEP)? Iaodn'r, they wouJd have been lafe diJtance from and Duke dllring their ucond Apollo 
SdunlU: (0.)5 (kilometera). liltillg lip there when the people from 16EVA..} 
CernaD: (fo PaJbr) Okay, Bob. the Smillaw1lian weill to collect them SdualU: Yeah. We got to do a partill. 
Here's your charge (location). Piclc a fd like to know where that sampler is. 

Well, we IPOt, Jack. can do without it, I guell. 
CeI'lUUl: Well, it'l nice to ... SdunlU: Okay; can you lwing right lure 
What did it do, come off the end? over there ... 
SdunlU: Yeah, I think I can check it, Cenlllll: Yeah. 
though. SdunlU: ... about 10 meters ahead? 

CeI'lUUl: Okay. CeraaD: Getting your (photographic) 
SdunlU: Give me a shallow turn. pan? 

SdunlU: Y to (pause cab. If you go around ) 
seeing that big block there by the CeI'lUUl: How's 
ALSEP, then you can forget il [Jack is SdunlU:Okay. AOO~ru.l~~:~:~ 
tellillg Gene that, once they are powed 

there in thal .. Can ySI III:d. at Geophone Rock, they will have and I'll get it in that 1: 
finished the partUJJ pan.} CeI'lUUl: Okay. 

Okay. Okay. flljUitcome SdunlU: You 
the rock. ~ up my tracks. do 

"vaihi'lD! Can you 
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The Lunar Scout PfOQf'IIITI 
COIlIinUed from PIIQ#I 4 Data Returned Coftn&e 

LUDaI' Scout I 
X-Ray Spectrometer Major elements Global 
Neutron Spectrometer H and other volatiles Global 
High ~solution Stereo Camera Imaging/Topography Global/Regional 

Lunar Scout II 
Ge Gamma-Ray Spectrometer Major and minor elements Global 
Imaging Spectrometer Mtnerals at 0.35 - 2.4J1Il Global/Regional 

Lunar Scout I and II 
Gravity Global gravity Global 

ogical. and imagety maps of the as $290 million (inOatioo corrected) s. A neutton spectrometer with 
entire lunar globe. and probe the for launches in 1996 and 1997. detectors for epitheImal. thermal 
structure of the lunar crust and The instrument complement and fast neutrons. and capable of 
inlerior by ruming the lunar includes some technical advances mapping H abundances a1 the 100 
gravity model, capitalizing on the after tbe following opportunities: ppm level or better. 
invesbDent made in the past two 
decades in lunar sample research 1. First flight in interplanetary A two-step global mapping 
and lunar science. This opportunity space of a Ge detector equipped Stralegy is key to the mission. 
to tie extensive ground truth to a gamma-ray spectrometer actively Global data is acquired first by 
global view distinguished the Scout 000100 by mecbanica pwnps to its orbiting the Moon at a relatively 
missions and their lunar orbit optimum opetating temperature of bigb altitude (300 Jan for Lunar 
science frcm other planetary 80K and capable of operating at the Scout I and 500 kin for Lunar 
science missions. The instruments MOOD for more than ODe year. Scout IT) determined by a variety of 
that compi.se each spacecraft are instrument, data sunge. and data 
shown in the table above. 2. The first flight of a true imaging rate consuaints. Larer. regional 

The gravity experiment utilizes spectrometer with a spectral range data is obrained by descending to a 
dual doppler tracking of Lunar of 0.35 to 2.4J.un, 192 specttal lower altitude of 100 kIn (a balance 
Scout I at an altitude of 100 kIn channels and 256 spatial channels between proximity to the lunar 
using Lunar Scout II as a relay to for global coverage of mineralogy. surface and fuel requirements for 
capture backside data. orbital maintenance). All data are 

In addition to the inslJUments 3. An X-ray spectrometer with an acquired in polar <Xbits. The global 
listed in the table. negotiatioos with expanded spectral range capable of data sets could have been obtained 
the Ballistic Missile Defense Office measming the major rock-forming in ODe month because of the 
(founerly known as the Stralegic elements globally with a footprint capabilities of the instruments and 
Defense Initiative Office) are as small as teD kID. Deep Space Network (DSN) 
essentially complete for flying the downlink capacity that will be on 
"Clementine" lasez altimeter OD 4. A bigb-resolution stereo camera line in 1995. A backup mode 
Lunar Scout I at no cost to NASA with three axes (three focal plate consiAAS of <Xbiting for more 

em 
than 

for the instrumenL modules of three lines each ODe month at the higher altitudes if 
Cost of each launch was capped rather than two sets ofCCDs) for cootiogencies arise. 

at $145 million including laImch global and regional stereo imagety The strategy produces nested 
vehicle. spaceaaft. instruments. and geodesy. (This camera will and oomplementary global data sets 
mission integratioo. operating costs map Mars dwing the Russian Mars supplemented by bigh resolution 
for one year. and data reduction. 94 mission.) regional data for stereo imagery 
Total program costs are estirnatoo COIltinlNKi on ~ 9 
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The Lunar Scout PlOfIrtIm spectr<XDeter. Correlating miDeral- Program, or an equivalent lunar 
continued from ". 8 ogy with the geochemistry can polar orbiting missioo, should be 
and mineralogy. Global chemistry result in a detailed global geologic placed into the planetary science 
is obtained by the gamma-ray, map. queue at sane time in the future. 
neuttoo and x-ray spectrometers. Stereo imagery and an accurate 
The gamma-ray spectrometer can geodetic map that ties all points on 
measure the abund~ of the a globe together to an accura1e grid 
maj<X" rock-fmning elements, is an essential element of a global 
minor elements, K. U and Th, and map. The High Resolutioo Stereo 
the rare earths Sm and Gd with a Camera can produce global stereo Apollo 17 
footprint on the order of 100 kIn. imagery at 24 m for the entire 
00 the same 100 km spatial scale, Moon from an altitude of 300 kIn Catalog at 
the neutron spectrometer can in one month of mapping at Sun 
measure the abundance of H, and angles optimized for photogeology Halfway Mark 
by inference other volatiles, at the and pbotogrammetry. High 
100 ppm level to a depth of resolution stereo imagery at a M announced in Lunar News 
150 g/cm2, or about 60 em in resolution of 4 m per pixel resolu- No. 54 (January 1993), the Calalog 
typical regolith. In addition, the tion is obtained by the stereo of Apollo 17 Rocks is being 
derived neutron spectra can camera at 100 kIn <nita! altitude. published as fom volumes (JSC 
significantly enhance the precision Up to 26% of the lunar surface Pub. No. 26(88) comprising more 
of the gamma-ray data. This could be covered at this resolution than 2000 pages of pbotograpbs, 
complete chemical and volatile during the course of regional data tables and charts, and narrative 
characterization is averaged over mapping sequence at 100 kIn desaiptioos. Volumes 1 and 2 
sizable tenaiD blocks, too large for alti~.T~~yandg~y were publisbed and distributed on 
disaiminating detailed crustal can be derived pbotogrammetti- schedule in February 1993. 
sttaligrapby. The x-ray spectrom- cally from the stereo data and Vohmes 3 and 4 have fallen 
eter can provide the bigher resolu- correlated with the gravity mea- behiDd schedule as the authors and 
tion view by measuring Si, Mg, AI, surements. Global topograpby with graphic artists continue the 
Ca, Fe and 11 with footprints on the better than 50 m contour intervals mammoth task of compiling the 
order of 1 ~ 30 kin, which is critical can be constructed and digital data and placing it in publisbable 
for detailed characterization of the tenaiD models computed. Local formaL We now expect that 
sttaligrapby of tbe ausL The topography with contour intervals Volume 3 will be pinted in August 
nested gamma-ray and x-ray data on the order of 10 meters or less 1993 and Volume 4 likewise by 
can provide a powerful tool for can be produced from the regional November 1993. Therefore, if you 
constructing a geochemical map, a stereo imagery. A global geodetic requested a fom-volume set. you 
tool made more powerful through net with latitude and longitude should have received only the first 
C<XTelation with mineralogical dala. accuracies of approximately 100 two volumes so far. 1be final two 

Global mineralogy at 200 meters and an absolute elevation volumes should be 00 your 
meters per pixel for 78% of the accuracy of between 20 and 50 bookshelf before the end of 1993. 
Moon and at 400 meters per pixel meters could be achieved. 
for the 22% remaining on the The gravity field can be 
farside can be achieved with the measured to the sub-5 mgal (1 mgal 
imaging spectrcmeter devised by = 10-5 mls2) level, providing a 
Brown University, SEfS Technol- look into the structure of the aust 
ogy and Ball Aerospace. Regional and upper mantle. Coverage of the 
mapping of mineralogy at 80 gravity would be global because of 
meters per pixel is acquired for up the use of ODe Scout as a relay as 
to 10% of the Moon during the measurements were made by the 
lower altitude regional mapping other at an altitude of 100 kIn. 
phase. Minelalogical maps can be The Lunar Scout Program 
accurately related to the landforms demontraleS some useful alterna-
or geological units that they tives to the traditiooal methods of 
represent because the landforms are putting together a planetary science 
actually imaged by the imaging mission. Either the Lunar Scout 
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Curator. Comment. 
continued fTom ~ 3 

System Exploration Division at 
NASA Headquarters. As before, 
the Curator will work closely with 
CAPTEM to assure the best 
possible handling of the lunar 
samples as well as prudent plan-
ning for curatioo of future sample 
co11ectioos whether they come from 
Mars, asteroids, comets, or other 
sources. 

The rust CAPTEM meeting 
was held at the Lunar and Planetary 
Institute in Houston on Jooe 2-3, 
1993, and was attended by seven 
regular members, three ex-officio 
members, and invited observers. 
Lunar sample requests, involving 
more than 400 samples, were 
recommended for 14 different 
investigators who bad submitted 
requests since the last LAPST 
meeting in February 1993. In 
addition, plans were discussed for 
future CAPTEM initiatives and 
workshops. CAPlEM reviewed 
and encb'sed the Lunar Scout 
mission concept which is desaibed 
elsewhere in this newsletter. 
Future meetings will be held on 
centers of three to four months with 
the next meeting occuning in la1e 
September 1993. 
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Samples of 
Lunar Core 68002 
Now Available 

By Carol Schwarz 
Lockheed Engineering and 
Science Company 

Two dissectioo passes of 68002, 
the top section of Apollo 16 double 
drive tube 68002168001, have been 
completed. The core was dissected 
in 0.5 an depth increments aloog 
two 1~-thick longibJdinallayers 
(passes) starting at the lunar surface 
and continuing through the length 
(26.7 em) of the cocc. The third 
pass has yet to be canpleted. Soil 
from each inaement of the rust 
pass was separated into coarse and 
fme fractions using a I-mm sieve. 
The coarse particles were examined 
and pboto-documeoted. Samples 
from these two passes are available 
for study. 

68002 was exuuded from the 
drive tube OIl February 17, 1993. 
The color was detennined to be 
10YR 5/1 OIl the Munsell coloi' 
scale and DO distinct color bolDld-
aries were observed during 
dissection. A void was present 
from the lunar surface to about 3.5 
em. The top 4 em was loose and 
below that the soil was noticeably 
more cobereoL Friable soil clods 
were aboodant from 9.5 to 14.5 em 
from the lunar surface. 

A close examination of particles 
> 1 mm from tbe first dissection 
pass showed that about 84% (by 
number) of the particles are in the 
1-2 mm size range, 15% were 2-4 
mm, 1 % were 4-10 mm, and less 
that 1% were >10 mm. 

Lithology of the > 1 mm fraction 
was detenniDed by binocular 
miaoscopic examination of the 
particles from the fiBt pass and is 

summarized as follows: 57% are 
various types of breccias, 15% are 
glasses including glass shards, 
agglutinates, and glass-coated 
breccias, 14% are dark, coberent, 
and often dusty, 12.5% are white or 
light gray (llIKX1hositic), and about 
1.5% are basalts. Sub-sample,44 
(1.395 g), a dusty, possibly 
metallic, irregular-shaped piece, 
was extracted from the 7.7-8.5 em 
interval. A large anorthositic 
fragment, located at 0.4-3.4 em 
from the lunar surface was IDlCOV-

ered and will be exrracted and 
numbered after completion of the 
third pass. 

The diagram for the first 
dissection pass follows and 
identifieS sample splits wb.ich are 
available f<r allocation. Samples 
have been allocated to Dr. Richard 
Morris at NASAflSC who will 
measure soil-maturity indices by 
fenomagnetic resonance. His 
results are expected to be available 
for our next newsletter issue 
(January 1994). 



<1 mm Fraction >1 mm Fraction Special Samples 
-S '"'" Sample Sample 
~6 ~----~~--~----~~--~~--~----~--------Q ~ No. Wt No. Wt. No. Wt. Type 

9Ias •. ~ bead 
J clod 

glass 
c:oala<l Bx 

- 0.5 
- 1.0 
-1.S 
- 2.0 
- 2.5 
- 3.0 
- 3.5 

Ba .. 1t1~ - 4.0 
- 4.5 
- 5.0 o 

O~ - 5.5 
0 0 - 6.0 

C>C)~ 
- 6.5 
- 7.0 

~~: ~~' -7.5 
.... - 8.0 

- 8.5 

~SY ~ - 9.0 
• VJ D B - 9.5 

w 

aD -10.0 
-10.5 

-=-wh~ -11.0 
~~C::: -11.5 

while - 12.0 
while \1[!() - 12.5 

6 b'h ~))~ -13.0 
.. -13.5 . .. cO 

-14.0 
-14.5 
-15.0 
-15.5 

Q;> -16.0 
-16.5 
-17.0 
-17.5 
-18.0 
-18.5 
-19.0 
-19.5 
-20.0 
-20.5 
-21.0 
-21.5 
-22.0 
~22.S 

r-23.0 
~23.S 

I- 24.0 
r- 24.5 
r-2S.0 
r- 25.5 
1-26.0 
1-26.5 

L... __________ ~ 26.7 

10 .771 11 .150 
12 .545 13 .024 
14 .675 15 .018 
16 .806 17 .061 
18 .773 19 .055 
20 .967 21 .110 
22 1.051 23 .096 
24 .995 25 .081 
26 1.492 27 .1 08 
28 1.354 29 .154 
30 1.717 31 .126 
32 1.603 33 .583 
34 1.507 35 .192 
36 1.327 37 .521 
38 1.424 39 .805 
40 1.133 41 .172 44 1.395 CD w/metaI 7 
42 1.411 43 .227 
4'i 1.712 46 .144 
47 1.540 48 .343 
49 1.671 50 .193 
'il 1.843 'i2 .191 
53 1.473 54 .113 
55 1.690 56 .532 
57 1.932 58 .399 
59 1.803 60 .456 
61 1.930 62 .350 
63 2.085 64 .175 
65 1.686 66 .288 
67 1.944 68 .165 
69 2.216 70 .278 
71 1.967 72 .183 
73 2.178 74 .263 
75 1.878 76 .190 
77 1.874 78 .126 
79 L902 80?IQ 
81 2.051 82 .121 
83 1.831 84 .124 
85 2.042 86 .295 

89 2.130 90 .197 
. .-91 I.QQO 92 .174 

93 L831 ~4. .22'i 
95 1.997 96 .694 
97 1.721 98 .168 
99 2.116 100 .449 
101 2.243 102 .119 
103 2.041 104 .247 
105 2.130 106 .172 
107 1.512 108 .184 
109 2.030 110 194 
111 1.960 112 .295 
113 1.893 114 .320 
ll'i 2.047 116 .255 
117 1.136 118 .099 

DRIVE TUBE 68002 (First Pass) 
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How to Request Lunar Samples 
NASA policies defme lunar request (step B); (3) Submittal of use of lunar materials will then be 

samples as a limited natiooal reprints of scientific articles forwarded to the Lunar Sample 
resource and future heritage and pertaining direcdy to the specifIC Curator. 
require that samples be released sample (step B) and publisbed in For new investigators, tangible 
only for approved applications in peer-reviewed pofessional evidence of favorable peer review 
research, education, and public journals. (step A) should be attached to the 
display. To meet that responsibil- sample request. 
ity, NASA carefully screens all B. The Investigator submits Investigators proposing the 
sample requests with most of the a written request spedfyiDg the application of new analytical 
review processes being focused at numbers, types, and quantities or methodologies (not previously 
the Johnson Space Center (JSC). lunar samples needed .. weD as applied to lunar samples) also 
Any and all individuals requesting the planned use or the samples. should sulmit test data obtained for 
a lunar sample should follow the For plaDetary science studies, the simulated lunar materials. New 
steps given below fa the appropri- sample request should be sulmitted investigators who are not familiar 
ate category of sample. directly to the Lunar Sample with lunar materials should consult 

ClJI'ala at the following address: Lunar Sourcebook: A User's Guide 
to the Moon (G. Heiken, D. 
Vaoiman, 1. RESEARCH SAMPLES Dr. James L. Gooding and B. M. French, Eds.; 

Lunar Sample Curator Cambridge University Press, 736 (including thin sections) 
SN2 pp.; 1991; ISBN 0-521-33444-6) as 
NASA/Johnson Space Center the best available reference on the 

chemical and physical properties of NASA provides lunar rock. Houston, TX 77058-3696 
USA lunar materials. soil, and regolith-core samples for 

both and Fax: (713) 483-2911. destructive non-destruc- C. The Lunar Sample tive analysis in pursuit of new 
For engineering and resource- Curator will research the scientiiIC knowledge. Requests are 

utilization considered for basic studies in studies, the sample availability 
both 

or the requested 

planetary science and applied request should be submitted to the samples and decide whether a 

ma1erials Lunar Simulant Curator at the unilateral action c:an be taken or studies in lunar 
beneflciation and resource utiliza- following address: an outside sclentiftc review Is 

required. Outside review is tion. 
Dr. Douglas W. Ming prescribed for all new investigators 
Lunar Simulant Curator and for most established investiga-A. The sample Investigator un except where returned (previ-demonstrates favorable sdentiftc SN4 
NASA/Jobnson Space Center ously used) samples are being peer review 01 the proposed work 

involving lunar samples. The Houston, TX 77058-3696 requested. For outside review, the 

required peer review can be USA Curator fawards the original 
Fax: (713) 483-5347. request, with background informa-demonstrated in any one of three tion, to the Curation and Analysis ways: (1) A fmnal research 
The Lunar Simulant Curator Planning Team for Extratetrestrial prqx>Sal recoounended by the 

will mange for an ISRU review of Materials (CAPfEM), a standing 
Lunar and Planetary Geosciences of scientists woo advise the the applicatioos-oriented sample committee Review Panel (LPGRP) within 

three years; (2) A formal request to assure that the past all necessary NASA on care and use of lunar 
demonstration tests with simulated samples. CAPTEM cbeclcs for research proposal recommended by favorable peer review (step A) and 

the lunar materials have been satisfac-Indigenous Space Resources 
Utilizatioo (lSRU) panel for work torily completed. Requests appropriate sample selection (step 

determined B). pertaining to the specific sample to be sufficiently 
mature to warrant consideration for 
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D. Given CAPI'EM endorse- display at museums, planetariums, user of the disks through a brief 
ment and concurrence by NASA expositions. or pofessional events tmioing program prior to receiving 
Headquarten, the Lunar Sample that are open to the public. Re- a disk. Educational sample disks 
Curator will prepare a Lunar quests for such display samples are are distributed on a regiooaJ basis 
Sample Loan Agreement for administratively handled by the from NASA field centers localed 
signature by the Investigator', JSC Public Affairs Office (PAO). across the United States. For 
Institution. The agreement Requestors localed in the United further details, prospective request-
includes a Simple security plan that States sbould apply in writing to ors should cootact the public affairs 
prescribes precautioos to minimiu the following address: office at the oearest NASA facility 
prospects for theft or unauthorized or write to the following address: 
use of lunar samples. Mr. Boyd E. Mounce 

Lunar Sample Specialist Mr. Larry B. Bilbrough 
E. Upon receipt of the AP4IPublic Services Branch FEFJElemeotary and 

properly executed loan agree- NASA/Jobnson Space Centel' Serondary Education 
ment, the Lunar Sample Curator Houston, TX 77058-3696 NASA Headquarters 
prepares the authorlzecl samples Fax: (713) 483-4876. Washington. DC 20546. 
and sends them to the Investlga. Fax: 202-358-3048 
tor. Quantities less than 10 grams Requestors in foreign countries 
can be sent directly by U. S. must contact the public affairs B. Thin Sec:tloDi 
registered mail to domestic offJCel' of the United States NASA prepared thin sections 
investigators. Shipments to Information Service (USIS) at the of representative lunar rocks on 
foreign investigators are sent by U. nearest American embassy. The rectangular 1 x 2-incb glass slides, 
S. diplomatic pouch mail to the USIS will cootact Mr. Mounce to with special safety frames, tbal are 
American embassy nearest the determine whether the loan of a suitable for use in college and 
requestor's location. Quantities display sample is appropriate. university courses in petrology and 
larger than 10 grams must be band- For both domestic and foreign miaoscopic petrograpby for 
carried by the investigator or his! requestors. Mr. Mounce will advise advanced geology students. Each 
her representative. successful applicants regarding set of 12 slides is accompanied by a 

provisions for receipt. display, and sample disk (desaibed above) and 
F. Continuation as a Lunar return of the samples. Allioans teaching materials. The typical 

Sample Investigator. An will be preceded by a signed loan 1080 period is two weeks, including 
investigator's pivUige for retention agreement executed between round-trip shipping time. Eadl 
and use of lunar samples is NASA and the requestor's organi- requestor must apply in writing, on 
contingent upon continued good zation. Mr. Mounce will coordi- college or university letterhead. to 
standing with the Office of the nate the preparation of new display the following address: 
Curator. The investigator will samples with the Lunar Sample 
remain in good standing by Curator. Lunar Sample Curator 
fulfilling the following obligations: SN2 
(1) Maintenance of, and adherence NASAlJobnsoo Space Center 
to, the lunar sample loan agreement 3. EDUCATIONAL Houstoo, TX 77058-3696. 
and security plan; (2) T'unely SAMPLES 
cooperation with annual lunar For each appoved USC2', the (disks and educational 
sample inventory; (3) T'unely Curator will prepare a loan agree-thin sections) cooperation with sample recalls. ment to be executed between 

NASA and the requestor's instibJ-
tion prior to shipment of the tbin-

A. Disks 2. PUBLIC DISPLAY section package. Small samples of representa-
SAMPLES tive lunar rocks and soils. embed-

ded in rugged acrylic disks suitable 
for classroool use, are made 

NASA provides for a limited available for short-term loan to 
number of rock samples to be used qualified school teachers. Eadl 
for both short-term and long-term teacher must become a certified 
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Accessing the 
JSC SN2 Curatorial Data Bases 

The Office of the Curator maintains publicly available, dial-up electronic data bases of inventory 
information for lunar samples as well as for other sample collections in our care. The data bases are 
built upon the processing and allocation histories of samples, rather than on compositional data, but 
can be used advantageously by investigators who are researching the availability or parentage of 
specific samples. The curatorial data bases can be accessed as follows: 

ViaDECNEf 1) Log onto your host computer. 
2) Type SET HOST 9300 at the system prompt. 
3) Type PMPUBLIC at the USERNAME: prompt. 

Nom YOW' system manager may add node CURA 1E to !be DECNET data 
base on your host computer; !be SPAN node number is 9.84. You may then 
access CURAlE by typing SET HOST CURATE instead of SET 
HOST 9300. 

Via INTERNET 1) Type TELNET 146.154.11.35 or 
TELNET CURATE.JSC.NASA.GOV. 

2) Type PMPUBLIC at the JJSERNAME· prompt. 

The modem may be 300, 1200, or 2400 baud; no parity; 8 data bits; and 1 
Via modem stop bit. If you are calling long distance, the area code is 713. 

1) Dial 483-2500. 
2) Type SN_ V AX in response to the Enter Number; prompt. 

3) Hit <CR> 2 or 3 times after the CAll mMPLElE message. 

4) Type J31X in response to the t prompt. 

S) Type PUBLIC in response to the Eng I Jserpame:> prompL 

6) Type C CURATE in response to the XYJ)lep prompt. 

7) Type PMPUBLIC at the lJSERNAME· prompL 

For problems or additional information, you may contact: 

Claire Dardano 
Lockheed Engineering & Sciences Company 
(713) 483-5329 
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